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ABSTRACT. Objective. To describe practice variation in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) among German rheumatologists with regard to drug and non-drug therapy.

Methods. We used data of 7,326 patients with RA registered in a national German rheumatological database in 1998. In the database, every patient with an inflammatory rheumatic disease seen at one of the German Collaborative Arthritis Centres is registered once a year with a standard clinical data form and a patient questionnaire. We compared health care provided by 29 rheumatological outpatient units. For drug and non-drug treatment unit prescription rates, ranges and outliers were calculated. Logistic regression analysis was used for case mix adjustment and for the identification of practice patterns.

Results. We observed variation concerning the frequency of use of single disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARD). The median of the prescription rates in the 29 units for methotrexate (MTX) was 55% in 1998 (1st quartile: 51%, 3rd quartile: 63%); sulfasalazine had a median of 15% (quartiles: 10%/19%), antimalarials a median of 8% (quartiles: 5%/21%). Combination DMARD therapy was used in 11% (quartiles: 6%/18%). Prescriptions of low dose steroids (≤ 7.5 mg) had a median of 45% (quartiles: 35%/55%), and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAID) had a median prescription rate of 58% (quartiles: 50%/70%). High variation was also found concerning active physiotherapy (median: 41%; quartiles 34%/55%) and passive physical measures (median 14%, quartiles 9%/37%). Differences in case mix (age, sex, rheumatoid factor, disease duration, severity, disability) only explained a small proportion of the total variation. When the units were grouped according to the frequency of prescription of DMARD combination therapy, treatment patterns could be identified. Units with higher rates of DMARD combination therapy used more drugs for the prevention and treatment of osteoporosis, more active physiotherapy but fewer NSAID and fewer passive physical therapies.

Conclusion. Variation in drug and non-drug treatment indicates significant differences in health care provision. Trends in the drug management of RA are adopted differentially by the members of the rheumatology community. The large variability in non-drug therapies may, apart from differences in availability, suggest a lack of agreement on therapeutic effectiveness. (J Rheumatol 2001;28:2201–8)
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For more than 2 decades the problem of variation in health care between regions, individual physicians, or groups of patients has been discussed in various medical specialties. Regional variation that could not sufficiently be explained by patient case mix was found in the management and mortality of different medical conditions1,7. Evidence was obtained that the differences observed on the process level were associated with different outcomes of care8,9.

A large body of knowledge on adequate care of patients with rheumatic diseases has been obtained through clinical trials as well as observational practice data10. For rheumatoid arthritis (RA), clinical guidelines have been developed for the management and monitoring of drug therapy11,12. Guidelines can obviously not guide the behavior in the treatment of every single patient but they do provide important information for defining adequate care and assessing current care in specific groups of patients. However, because patients differ in their medical needs, help-seeking behavior...
ties, play an important role in health services research and in observational studies of large data sets reflecting daily practice. Therefore, of patients for each of the participating units, yield important information about real treatment practice. Therefore, observational studies of large data sets reflecting daily practice, even though they have various methodological difficulties, play an important role in health services research and in quality assessment. They raise awareness of over- or under-utilization of health services and regional variation in practice. Variation of practice may point out where not enough evidence of therapeutic efficacy of specific interventions is available to direct physician treatment behaviors and recommendations.

We used a large, uniform database, the German National Database, with a large number of participating rheumatologists in order to obtain first results on practice variation in German rheumatology. The size of the database enabled us to control for several confounding factors including case mix of the patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The National Database of the German Collaborative Arthritis Centres was implemented in 1993 to observe processes and outcomes of care provided by rheumatologists participating in the 24 arthritis centers. The arthritis centers are not single institutions, but collaborations of rheumatologists in different health care settings (hospitals, private practices) in defined regions in all parts of Germany. The database is described in more detail elsewhere. In 1998, a total of 71 single institutions within the 24 arthritis centers enrolled their outpatients, among them 22 university hospitals, 19 rheumatic disease units at general hospitals or specialized acute care rheumatologic hospitals, 5 rheumatologic rehabilitation hospitals with outpatient facilities (formerly: spa clinics) and 25 rheumatologists in individual fee-for-service practices.

Funding was provided by the Federal Ministry of Health for the implementation of the arthritis centers (full-time co-ordinators) and the monitoring of the data base (assistants in each of the arthritis centers). Participation in the data base was obligatory in order to receive funds. Since 1999, the database has been funded by the Federal Ministry of Research.

Data base design. Each outpatient with an inflammatory rheumatic disease is recorded once a year with a standardized, uniform clinical data sheet and a self-administered patient questionnaire. Each year the same items are recorded, and an identification number allows compilation of data for single patients from various years. The co-ordinators and assistants in the centers are provided with computer programs to check for completeness and plausibility of the data. After completing and correcting the data (if necessary, by going back to the clinical records), the data are sent to the German Rheumatism Research Center for final checks and centralized analysis.

The physician clinical documentation comprises the onset of symptoms, diagnoses, measures of disease activity (erythrocyte sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein, 28 joint count, and physician global assessment of activity) and severity (physician global assessment of severity), and drug as well as surgical treatment. Drug treatment is recorded in 2 ways: as current therapy (on the day of registration in 1998) and therapy ever within the past 12 months. DMARD are recorded as single substances but without dosages, steroids as ≤ 7.5 mg and > 7.5 mg, and NSAID as a group. Drugs given with the aim of preventing and treating osteoporosis are also recorded as a group only. The diagnosis of RA is made according to the physician’s clinical judgment but is only registered as definite if the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria are met. The patients give information about pain, disability (as measured by the self-administered Hanover Functional Status Questionnaire, which is similar to the HAQ and highly correlated with it), non-drug and inpatient treatments during the past 12 months, social situation, and demography.

Patient selection. For the year 1998, data for 25,653 individual outpatients with inflammatory rheumatic disease, among them 12,992 patients with RA, were available. Of those, 11,374 were registered as having a definite disease. In order to be able to ascribe a certain treatment to a defined unit, analyses were restricted to cases who had been seen in the unit for at least the previous 6 months. The total number of cases available for the analyses was thus 9,174. Comparisons among single institutions require a minimum number of cases in each of them. We therefore analyzed the data from the 29 largest rheumatologic units that had been treating at least 100 of these cases each. The total number of cases fulfilling the above mentioned criteria in these institutions was 7,326. The patients in the selected institutions did not differ significantly from the total 9,174 cases in the database with respect to age, sex, disease duration, severity of the disease and mean disability score.

The selected units comprised 7 university outpatient clinics, 11 outpatient clinics of rheumatology hospitals (among them 4 acute care hospitals in rheumatology, 4 departments of rheumatology at general hospitals, and 3 rehabilitation hospitals with outpatient facilities) and 11 rheumatologists in individual practices.

Data analyses. Box plots were used to describe the variability of treatment. The percentage of patients treated was calculated for every unit and every kind of treatment. The boxes in the figures show the median, 25th and 75th percentile, and range of the 29 unit values except for outliers. Outliers are units that differ more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the boxes.

In addition to the crude prescription rates shown in Figures 1 to 3, direct standardized rates were calculated by using disease duration, rheumatoid factor and disability for case mix adjustment. These data are not shown because they are very similar to the crude rates.

Furthermore, in order to characterize the DMARD treatment regimes of the participating units the frequency of combination therapy was used. The rationale for this was that there is a trend towards increasing use of combinations in DMARD therapy in Germany (from 6% in 1995 to 17% in 1999). The hypothesis was that a more recent therapeutic approach would be best reflected in the use of this treatment strategy. Logistic regression was applied to decide whether, after adjustment for co-variables, the percentage of patients treated with combination therapy in a single unit was significantly higher or lower than the mean frequency over all patients and units. For case mix adjustment, age, sex, disease duration (4 groups), rheumatoid factor, severity of the disease and disability (3 groups) were used as co-variables in the multivariate logistic regression analysis. We received 3 groups of units with this method: Group I with a significantly lower rate of combination therapies (group mean: 5%, SD of rates 2.5); Group II with an average rate (11%, SD 3.3); and Group III with a significantly higher rate of combination therapies (21%, SD 8.1). Treatment patterns were compared between the 3 groups by odds ratios adjusted for
the co-variables given above. The 95% confidence intervals of these odds ratios were also computed. In order to compare the patient characteristics of the 3 groups, Kruskal-Wallis-test and Chi-square test were applied. In these comparisons, only p values below 0.001 were considered as significant. Data analysis was performed using the program SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).

RESULTS

Practice variation in drug and non-drug therapy. The rheumatologists in the 29 selected units prescribed DMARD to 88% of their patients with RA. At the date of registration, a total of 55% of the patients were treated with methotrexate.
(MTX), 14% as part of a combination therapy. Antimalarials were used for 16% of the patients, sulfasalazine (SSZ) for 13%, and parenteral gold for 5%.

Figure 1 shows the 25th to 75th percentile (in boxes), the median, the minimum and maximum values (error bars), and outliers. The median of all units for MTX as monotherapy was 41%; including combination therapies, the median for MTX was 55%. Compared to MTX, SSZ (median: 16%), antimalarials (median: 8%) and parenteral gold (median: 4%) were used much less frequently. Concerning antimalarials, there was a rather large variation with 50% of the units between 5% and 21%, and one outlier at 61%. There was also considerable variation concerning the frequency of use of combination therapies: 50% of the units used combinations in 6% to 18% of the cases with a median at 11%, but there were 2 units that did not use any combination therapy and 3 who did in more than 31% of all cases.

Low dose corticosteroids were used in 35 to 55% of all cases in half of the units (boxes) with a median of 45% (range 23% to 77%). High dose steroids (> 7.5 mg) were used in 4% to 14% by half of the units with a median of 8% (range 1% to 26%). The widest variation is found concerning the use of NSAID that were prescribed to 50% to 70% of the patients by half of the units with a median of 58% (range 22% to 94%).

After accounting for differences in patient case mix by logistic regression, these differences in prescription remained highly significant (p < 0.001). In a second approach, using direct standardization, the expected rates for each unit, which were obtained after standardization for the average case mix of all units, were compared with the crude rates. There was a good agreement between the 2 types of rates (data not shown). By comparing the variances of the crude rates with the variances of the directly standardized rates, we found that only a small proportion of the total variation (1% to 7% in the single drug and non-drug treatments) could be attributed to differences in case mix, with one exception: For high dose steroids a larger proportion of the variation (19%) could be ascribed to differences in the percentages of patients with a positive rheumatoid factor or severe disability. Some variation could be attributed to the type of the documenting unit. There was an obvious difference concerning the use of antimalarials between rheumatologists in individual practices (mean of patients: 27%) and hospital-based units (10% at rheumatology outpatient clinics of non-university and 6% of university hospitals). Rheumatologists in practices also used more injectable steroids (13% compared to 4% in non-university and 2% in university units). There was no significant difference in the use of MTX and SSZ, and only a small difference concerning DMARD combination therapy (15% in individual practices compared to 12% in non-university and 10% in university units).

Figure 2 shows the box plots with median values according to practice type. Outpatient clinics had a higher
median usage of combination therapy and MTX than individual practices (which is different from the above mentioned mean values), and a lower median for antimalarials and SSZ (which is in accordance with the mean values). Because the boxes overlap for each therapy, outpatient clinics and individual practices cannot be considered as distinct groups.

Variation in non-drug therapy is shown in Figure 3. During the previous 12 months, individual physiotherapy had been prescribed to 34% to 54% of the patients in half of the units with a median of 41%. The median for group physiotherapy was 27% (25th to 75th percentile: 19% to 37%). Passive measures like massages were prescribed to 31% (24% to 39%), medical baths to a median of 18% (13% to 25%), and electrotherapies (e.g., ultrasound, stimulation therapy, diadynamics etc.) to a median of 14% (7% to 37%) with an outlier at 68%. Occupational therapy (including application of splints and technical aids) was prescribed to 12% (25th to 75th percentile: 9% to 21%). Psychological support (including pain management) and patient education were rarely prescribed in outpatient care. The median for each of these therapies was 5%.

Identification of practice styles. We have seen that the above mentioned differences in practice patterns cannot be explained by differences in patient case mix or by the institutional context of the unit alone. We therefore investigated whether we could find correlations among single treatments that could be identified as different treatment patterns. The units were assigned to 3 groups according to the frequency of use of combination therapy. Patient characteristics of the 3 groups are shown in Table 1.

The patients in these groups were not different in respect to disease duration, percentage of women, functional status, percentage of persons still employed, and level of education. Partly due to the large sample sizes, they were statistically different concerning age, percentage of patients with a positive rheumatoid factor, duration of treatment in the unit, and pain. Except for rheumatoid factor, these differences are rarely clinically relevant. The more obvious difference between the groups is the percentage of patients treated either in hospital outpatient clinics or private rheumatology practices: while this percentage was rather similar in the Groups I and III, a very small number of patients from private practices (16%) was found in Group II. The number of visits to a rheumatologist and to a general practitioner (GP) for the rheumatic condition was also different among the groups: Groups I and II had significantly more contact with a rheumatologist than Group III, whereas this was the other way round concerning contacts with a GP. In total, the number of contacts with a physician for the rheumatic condition per year was very similar between the groups.

Table 2 shows the treatment characteristics in these groups. The percentages refer to all patients in the respective group. Odds ratios are given for the comparison of Group I to II and of Group I to III. MTX was used with equal frequency as monotherapy, but due to its involvement in combinations, there was a difference of 17% between Groups I and III in total MTX therapy. Rheumatologists in Group II used more SSZ than those in Groups I and III, whereas antimalarials were used more often in Group I. There was a statistically significant, yet probably not clinically relevant, difference concerning the use of steroids above 7.5 mg/day with more use in Group II. In this group also low-dose steroids were used more often. Physicians in Group III prescribed significantly more drugs for the prevention and treatment of osteoporosis and fewer NSAID. Patients in Groups II and III had significantly more prescriptions of active physiotherapy compared to Group I, while

| Table 1. Patient and treatment characteristics in 3 groups of rheumatological outpatient units (I = low, II = intermediate, III = high intensity of combination therapy). Values are means ± standard deviations and percentages, based on patients in each group. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Age (yrs)                       | 56.9 ±12.4      | 56.5 ±12.4      | 57.9 ±12.3      | s*               |
| Women                           | 75.7%           | 76.5%           | 77.1%           | ns**             |
| RF positive                     | 61.3%           | 73.3%           | 63.1%           | s                |
| Years of education              | 11.1 ±2.6       | 11.2 ±2.8       | 11.0 ±2.7       | ns               |
| Employed                        | 26.6%           | 27.6%           | 24.9%           | ns               |
| Disease duration (yrs)          | 10.1 ±9.2       | 10.7 ±9.0       | 10.2 ±8.9       | ns               |
| Duration of treatment in the units (yrs) | 4.9 ±4.7 | 4.8 ±5.2 | 4.2 ±4.1 | s                |
| Functional status (FFbH; % of full function) | 68.7 ±23.2 | 70.8 ±22.9 | 70.8 ±23.5 | ns               |
| Pain (rating scale 0 = no pain to 10) | 4.7 ±2.6 | 4.4 ±2.6 | 4.4 ±2.8 | s                |
| No. of visits to a rheumatologist/year | 6.7 ±5.0 | 7.1 ±5.4 | 3.8 ±4.1 | s                |
| No. of visits to a GP/year      | 14.4 ±14.3      | 13.8 ±15.6      | 16.9 ±17.3      | s                |
| Total no. of physician visits for RA | 20.8 ±15.1 | 20.9 ±17.0 | 20.2 ±17.3      | ns               |
| Patients from private practices | 52.9%           | 15.8%           | 41.7%           | s                |

* significant at the level p < 0.001
** not significant at the level p < 0.001
Table 2. Comparison of treatment regimes between Groups I, II, and III: percent of patients in each group and case-mix adjusted odds ratios (OR) of Groups II or III compared to I (in parentheses: 95% confidence intervals).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group I</th>
<th>Group II</th>
<th>Group III</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>OR Group II</th>
<th>OR Group III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>2169</td>
<td>1791</td>
<td>3370</td>
<td>7330</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMARD combinations</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>2.7 (2.1;3.5)</td>
<td>6.4 (5.0;8.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX total</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>1.4 (1.3;1.7)</td>
<td>2.4 (2.1;2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX monotherapy</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>1.2 (1.0;1.3)</td>
<td>1.2 (1.0;1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfasalazine total</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>1.4 (1.2;1.7)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.7;1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimalarials total</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>0.5 (0.4;0.6)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.6;0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any DMARD</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>1.1 (0.9;1.4)</td>
<td>1.3 (1.0;1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosteroids ≤ 7.5 mg</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>1.7 (1.5;2.0)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.4;1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosteroids &gt; 7.5 mg</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1.8 (1.4;2.3)</td>
<td>1.2 (1.0;1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSAID</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>0.9 (0.8;1.1)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.3;0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoporosis therapy</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>2.0 (1.7;2.4)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.6;3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active physiotherapy</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>1.0 (1.7;2.3)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.8;2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive physiotherapy</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>1.4 (1.2;1.6)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.6;0.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the early 1990s, only rarely used. According to a recent survey among members of the Canadian Rheumatology Association and the ACR, MTX was the drug of first choice in aggressive RA for most of the Canadian (69%) and US rheumatologists (79%). In cases unresponsive to MTX, 38% would use combination and 24% triple therapy. In mild RA, the vast majority (more than 90%) would prefer single DMARD therapy that is in accordance with treatment behavior of German rheumatologists in the majority of cases. However, compared to other reports, DMARD combination therapy in Germany is still comparatively rarely used, even though its application is increasing.

In the UCSF longitudinal RA panel in 1990, Criswell and Redfearn found a high variation in the use of prednisone among 63 rheumatologists (1st quartile: 27%, 3rd quartile: 72%). Our study showed little practice variation regarding high dose (> 7.5 mg) steroid therapy but variation for low dose therapies was almost as high as in the Californian data.

Our study is the first to show practice variation concerning the prescription of active and passive physiotherapy in daily rheumatology practice. The most obvious variation is seen in the use of electrotherapies. These forms of therapy are used for non-drug pain relief and as a preparation for active physiotherapy. Frequency of use seems to depend on the rheumatologist’s education and experience. In summary, Group III, due to classification, was characterized by the highest frequency in the use of combination therapy (which also lead to the highest frequency of MTX prescription), by the highest proportion of patients receiving osteoporosis medication, and by less frequent use of NSAID and passive physical therapies. Group II had the highest proportion of patients receiving corticosteroids and was comparable to Group III concerning active physiotherapy.

DISCUSSION

There are few data on the comparison of case mix and therapeutic behavior in the treatment of RA among rheumatologic outpatient units. The participation of nearly all large rheumatologic outpatient clinics in Germany and a considerable number of individual practices enabled us to describe the variation in health care in German rheumatology.

We have shown significant variation among German rheumatologists in their provision of health care to patients with RA. Case mix adjustment for demographic and clinical variables only slightly reduced the observed variation.

Studies on practice variation in DMARD therapy mostly stem from time periods where MTX in general was much less frequently used than today. In Edmonton, large variation was found among rheumatologists concerning parenteral gold, antimalarials, and SSZ but MTX was then (in the early 1990s) only rarely used. According to a recent survey among members of the Canadian Rheumatology Association and the ACR, MTX was the drug of first choice in aggressive RA for most of the Canadian (69%) and US rheumatologists (79%). In cases unresponsive to MTX, 38% would use combination and 24% triple therapy. In mild RA, the vast majority (more than 90%) would prefer single DMARD therapy that is in accordance with treatment behavior of German rheumatologists.
dose corticosteroids, osteoporosis treatment and active physiotherapy whereas rheumatologists in that group used fewer NSAID, high dose steroids, and passive physiotherapeutic measures. The intermediate group concerning combination therapy differed significantly from the group with the lowest rate with respect to corticosteroid use, osteoporosis medication, and active physiotherapy. A lower rate of NSAID prescription seems to reflect a more recent treatment pattern. In the US, a decrease in the use of NSAID from 86% to 76% was found between 1981 and 1996. In our database, between 1995 and 1999 (most recent available data) there was a decrease in the use of NSAID for RA from 69% to 58%. The usage of MTX has increased from 47% to 56%. The proportion of patients with active physiotherapy during a one-year period has increased from 34% to 41%, and passive measures decreased from 30% to 23%. This supports the assumption that the group with the highest portion of DMARD combination therapy stands for a more modern treatment philosophy.

The differences between the units can neither be sufficiently explained by sociodemographic characteristics of the patients (educational level or type of insurance) nor by the institutional level (hospital or office-based rheumatologist) as the highest number of hospital-based rheumatologists was in the intermediate group. The finding that the group with the highest average number of contacts with a rheumatologist (Group I) was also the group with the lowest therapy intensity seems contradictory. The explanation is that there exists 2 different kinds of rheumatologists in private practices in Germany: those who can act like a general practitioner and treat the patients for all their different conditions, and those who only work as rheumatology consultants. The latter group can be expected to have fewer contacts with the patients per year. In Group III, 30% of the patients came from consultant rheumatologists in private practices whereas there were no such patients in Group I. Therefore, the number of contacts with a rheumatologist alone is not a good indicator of the intensity of rheumatologic treatment.

Henke and Epstein, in their survey of 66 US rheumatologists, found a consistency of practice styles across different management activities and concluded that practice style may be a general characteristic of a physician rather than being specific for individual procedures. Criswell and Henke found influences in the professional experience, payment method, practice setting and training location and concluded that most of the variation was explained by rheumatologist characteristics as opposed to patient case mix.

Variation in our data may in part be the result of different financial restrictions. Not all hospital outpatient clinics are entitled to prescribe complementary therapies and are therefore dependent on the family physician’s cooperation. Rheumatologists in individual practices are restricted in their budgets, especially for physiotherapy. Patient education and occupational therapy are rarely available in outpatient settings. These restrictions differ throughout Germany as health services and payment are organized on a regional level.

In the future, the database will continue to be an important source of information on therapeutic behavior and its changes, e.g., through the introduction of new drugs like COX-II inhibitors, leflunomide, and TNF-α inhibitors but also because of growing budgetary problems. Furthermore, it will reflect whether the discussion within German rheumatology concerning different practice styles will lead to a reduction in the variability of practice.

APPENDIX 1
Participating German Collaborative Arthritis Centres: Aachen/Köln/Bonn (E. Genth); Berlin (J. Sieper); Dresden (H.E. Schröder); Düsseldorf (M. Schneider); Erlangen (G. Weseloh); Westliches Ruhrgebiet (H. Warnatz); Gießen/Bad Nauheim (K.-L. Schmidt); Greifswald (D. Köster); Hannover (H. Zeidler); Heidelberg (W. Eich); Jena (G. Hein); Leipzig (H. Häntschel); Lübeck/Bad Bramstedt (W.L. Gross); Magdeburg/Vogelsang (J. Kekow); Mainz/Bad Kreuznach (R. Dreher); München (M. Schattenkirchner); Münster (M. Gaußitz); Ostwestfalen/Lippe (H. Mielke); Regensburg/Bad Abbach (U. Mueller-Ladner); Rhein-Main (J.P. Kaltwasser); Rostock (M. Keysser); Saarland (M. Pfreundschuh); Südwestbaden (H.H. Peter); Südwestrhein (R. Maleitzke).
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